
Mt 13:55 

 
P103 = P77 

NA27 Matthew 13:55-56 ouvc ou-to,j evstin o ̀ tou/ te,ktonoj uiò,jÈ ouvc h̀ 
mh,thr auvtou/ le,getai Maria.m kai. oi ̀ avdelfoi. auvtou/ VIa,kwboj kai. 
VIwsh.f
56 kai. ai ̀ avdelfai. auvtou/ ouvci. pa/sai pro.j hm̀a/j eivsinÈ po,qen ou=n 
tou,tw| tau/ta pa,ntaÈ 

 kai. Si,mwn kai. VIou,dajÈ 

 
What does POxy 4403 read here? 
 
Unfortunately most of the name in question is within a lacuna, only ...hj can be 
seen in line 3. Thus P103 can read either VIwa,nnhj or VIwsh/j.  
 
Overview:  
 

 
  



The editor J. David Thomas reconstructs: 
              # m÷h÷thr autou le÷get÷ai 
@mariam kai o#i adelf÷o÷i autou iakw 
@bos kai iws#h÷j\ kai simwn\ kai i?ou 
@das kai ai ad#e÷lfai autou\ ouci pas÷ai 
@       c. 11      # p÷o÷q÷@e#n÷ ou÷n÷ t÷outw tau 
 
 
Here are two possible reconstructions:  
 

 
 
It appears that the reconstruction with VIwsh/j looks somewhat better than 
that with VIwa,nnhj. But it is not certain. If one is squeezing the letters here 
and there, both options are possible in principle.  
The editor wrote: "the papyrus supports the reading of K, L, W …" [=VIwsh/j].  
I don't think that this certainty is justified. The reading is possible, even 
slightly more probable, but not certain.   
  



Note also the correction in the last line:  
 

 
 
The most probable explanation is that the scribe omitted eivsin and added it 
above the line.  
 
The editor writes:  

"What has been inserted over the line is unclear, but is no doubt a 
correction and is very probably by a second hand. It may be just possible to 
read #eisin, but probably a better reading is #sin followed by a medial 
point (hmin cannot be read); both readings imply that eivsin was omitted 
and then later inserted. This creates a problem: nearly all manuscripts 
read, after pa/sai, pro.j h̀ma/j eivsinÈ po,qen; the only variants attested 
are eivsin pro.j h̀ma/j po,qen from 892, and parV hm̀i/n eivsinÈ po,qen in 
a few majuscules (N, O, D, S, 0119) and two minuscules (473, 1474). This 
suggests that all we need to restore at the start of this line is pro.j hm̀a/j, 
which is some two to three letters too short. Dr. Parker notes that Mark 
6:3 has kai. ouvk eivsi.n ai ̀ avdelfai. auvtou/ w-de pro.j h`ma/j at this 
point; he wonders whether the copyist may have written w-de pro.j hm̀a/j 
at the start of line 5, omitting eivsin which was then added over the line." 

 


